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WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT

Process automatization with Jira workflow management
The automatization of workflows simplifies and speeds up the
conduction of complicated business processes. For instance, if
there is a filled-out application form, a user action (an internal
signal) is activated or the form is forwarded to the person
responsible for the next project stage. From digitally editing
the inbox to vacation requests, recruitment, order processing,
support services or complaint management to complex
processes and projects in software development or
production: Almost every business area can be optimized
through a systematic workflow management.

Jira’s workflow functionality can substantially contribute to improve the efficiency of your enterprise’s processes.

Atlassian functionality concerning workflow management
adjustable workflows to automate your business processes
shared workflows for task, project, and resource coordination
dashboards to track tasks (who, what, until when)
automatic notifications when important status changes are made
numerous predefined and adjustable reports, statistics, and diagrams
configurable rights of access for user groups concerning project phases, tasks, and evaluations

Our services for your workflow management with Atlassian
consulting concerning licensing and acquisition of your Atlassian licenses
consulting and support from piloting to roll-out
installation and implementation of Atlassian products
masks, arrays, and workflows adjusted to your requirements
definition and implementation of the roll and authorization concept
scalable configuration of the Atlassian tools and add-ons
implementation of all necessary reports and dashboards
integration of Atlassian products into existing intranet solutions, realization of interfaces to
databases
trainings and workshops for users, key users, and administrators

Your advantages
simplified coordination
task overview at any time
less mistakes, nothing can be overlooked or stay undone, weak points can be detected and removed
at an early stage
quicker process management
improved internal communication and reduced amount of mails sent
always up to date
higher employee and team activity
safe processes, while keeping confidentiality

